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Vibrational relaxation and dissociative recombination of H2
¿ induced by slow electrons
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We present calculations of cross sections and rate coefficients for the dissociative recombination of H2
1 ions

initially in v50 –6 vibrational levels, together with rate coefficients for the competing electron-induced vibra-
tional deexcitation. We used the multichannel quantum defect theory with a second-order treatment of theK
matrix, and show that electronic interactions dominate not only the dissociative recombination but also the
vibrational relaxation induced by slow electrons. Most of our rate coefficients for dissociative recombination
are in good agreement with the measurements at the TSR storage ring@S. Krohn et al., Phys. Rev. A62,
032713~2000!#. On the contrary, our rates for vibrational deexcitation, close to former results obtained by
R-matrix calculations@B. K. Sarpal and J. Tennyson, Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc.263, 909 ~1993!#, are smaller
by up to one order of magnitude than the experimental values which are deduced from the time evolution of the
vibrational populations, measured by the Coulomb explosion imaging method.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.68.032704 PACS number~s!: 34.80.Gs, 34.80.Ht, 34.80.Lx
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I. INTRODUCTION

Controlling the rotational and vibrational populations
molecular ions is a long-standing problem in various types
ion sources or ion-containing environments such as mer
beams, ion storage rings, or fusion devices. On the o
hand, knowing rates for dissociative recombination and ro
brational excitation or deexcitation of molecular ions in co
plasmas~in particular, interstellar plasmas!, due to collisions
with surrounding electrons, is crucial for our understand
of the ongoing chemistry and the local temperature. It
especially so for homonuclear ions which are not subjec
fast radiative decay, since they have no permanent dip
moment.

A recent experiment has been performed at the TSR s
age ring@1# in which rate coefficients for vibrational deexc
tation of H2

1 ions by slow electrons could be deduced fro
the time evolution of vibrational populations. We have ma
a theoretical study of this process@also called ‘‘superelastic
collisions’’ ~SEC!#,

e2~«!1H2
1~v !→e2~«8!1H2

1~v8!, v8,v, ~1!

wherev andv8 stand for the initial and final ion vibrationa
levels, and« and«8 for the initial and final energy of the fre
electron, respectively. Vibrational excitation@v8.v in Eq.
~1!# could also be studied in the same set of calculations,
these endothermic reactions are not possible for the low
ergy range of the incident electron considered here.

We simultaneously obtain the rate coefficients for t
competitive reaction of dissociative recombination~DR!,

*Electronic address: valery.ngassam@ppm.u-psud.fr
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usually seen as the dominant reaction path for slow electr
colliding with molecular ions:

e2~«!1H2
1~v !→H1H* ~e!, ~2!

wheree is the relative kinetic-energy release of the disso
ating atoms. While the DR of HD1 in a given vibrational
level ~especially the lowest one,v50) has been extensivel
studied experimentally@3#, and used as a test case for stora
ring measurements, it has not been so for the homonuc
ion H2

1 which does not decay radiatively to the groun
level. Only recently relative values for the DR rate coef
cients of thev50→6 vibrational levels have been measur
at the TSR storage ring@2,4#, and absolute values were de
duced from the measurement of thev50 absolute DR cross
section.

Although rotational transitions surely take place simul
neously with vibrational ones, we concentrate here, as in
experimental analysis, on vibrational effects. We main
show that the vibrational transitions involved in SEC@Eq.
~12!# are in fact dominated, in the H2

1 case, by strong indi-
rect electronic couplings. The rotational effects, already
corporated in dissociative recombination calculations@5–7#,
will be discussed for superelastic collisions in a later pap

Sarpal and Tennyson@8# have calculated vibrational exci
tation and deexcitation rate coefficients for the low vibr
tional levels of H2

1 in collisions with slow electrons by us
ing the R-matrix method. They found rate coefficients
8.531028 cm3 s21 for the v51→0 transition and 2.0
31027 cm3 s21 for thev52→1 transition for thermal elec-
trons at a temperature of 100 K. Using the multichan
quantum defect theory~MQDT! with a first-order perturba-
tive treatment of the electronic coupling, Nakashimaet al.
@10# also studied DR and SEC of the molecular hydrog
ion. The SEC rate coefficients which may be roughly d
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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duced from their cross-section values are in the same ra
as those of Sarpal and Tennyson, or smaller. Regarding o
molecular ions, to our knowledge, SEC have been only s
ied for N2

1 , by Guberman@11# who used a second-orde
MQDT approach similar to the method used in the pres
paper.

On the experimental side, superelastic collisions were
demonstrated to be efficient for the vibrational cooling
H2

1 ions in the TARN-II storage ring@12#. But values for
the SEC rate coefficients could only be deduced in a la
experiment on the Heidelberg storage ring TSR, where
vibrational populations could be monitored in time by t
Coulomb explosion imaging method. Through a simple
netic model for the evolution of the vibrational populatio
assuming that transitions withDv,21 can be neglected
Krohn et al. @1# have deduced SEC rate coefficients whi
are higher by about one order of magnitude than the av
able theoretical values.

In the following sections, we will first sketch the theore
ical approach used in the present calculations, and then c
pare our results with the available experimental and theo
ical ones, with a discussion of the SEC mechanism and
influence on the vibrational cooling of H2

1 ions.

II. THEORY

A. The MQDT formalism

The so-called two-step MQDT as applied to dissociat
recombination@13# and electronic autoionization@14# rests
on a quasidiabatic description of molecular states@15#, where
two classes of electronic states~monoexcited and diexcited
respectively! are defined. The short-range electronic inter
tions between states of different subspaces are then s
out as an electronic coupling operatorV, which couples the
ionization channels~attached to the ground-state ion core!,
open and closed, to dissociative ones in the case of DR, o
core-excited ionization channels~or Rydberg series! in the
case of electronic autoionization. From the operatorV, a
short-range reaction matrix (K matrix!, solution of a
Lippmann-Schwinger integro-differential equation@17# is
built:

K5V1V
1

E2H0
K , ~3!

where H0 is the Hamiltonian operator excluding the ele
tronic interactionV. In the case of weak coupling a pertu
bative solution of Eq.~3! can be obtained@13,16#. The en-
ergy dependence of the coupling can often be neglected s
the electronic coupling is mainly built at short distanc
where the external electron is strongly accelerated by
Coulomb attraction and thus insensitive to small differen
in kinetic energy. We have recently shown analytically tha
this case, the perturbative series of Eq.~3! converge at sec
ond order@18#. To be cast into the MQDT framework, th
resultingK matrix is diagonalized:
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j

pKi j U j a52tanhaUia , a51,2, . . . ,N, ~4!

with eigenvalues2p21 tanha and unitary eigenvectors
Uia . In the preceding equation,i and j are indices labeling
the reaction channels, andN is the number of channels in
volved in the calculation. The eigenvaluesha and the eigen-
vector elementsU j a are used in a frame transformation
build the channel coupling coefficients for the MQDT trea
ment of DR and SEC, i.e.,

Cva5(
v8

Uv8a^vucos@pm~R!1ha#uv8&R , ~5!

Cda5Uda cosha , ~6!

Sva5(
v8

Uv8a^vusin@pm~R!1ha#uv8&R , ~7!

Sda5Uda sinha , ~8!

wherev and v8 designate the vibrational states of the m
lecular ion,d the dissociative channel, and the integratio
^•••&R is over the internuclear distance. Note that the no
diabatic radial coupling between two ionization channelsv
andv8, is introduced here through theR dependence of the
quantum defectm. Indeed, a constant quantum defect wou
cancel all nondiagonalvÞv8 terms from Eqs.~5! and ~7!,
and thus decouple the ionization channels.

The last step of the MQDT treatment is the construct
of the asymptotic scattering matrix and the calculation of
cross sections. We follow the method of Seaton@19# as first
applied by Nakashimaet al. @10# to the treatment of DR and
related processes. The matricesC andS are used to build the
‘‘generalized’’ scattering matrixX which involves the whole
set of channels, open or closed, for ionization or dissociat

X5
C1 iS
C2 iS . ~9!

Then, the usual scattering matrixS is calculated by elimina-
tion of the closed channels:

S5Xoo2Xoc

1

Xcc2e22ipn
Xco. ~10!

The indexo ~c! means open~closed! channel blocks. The
parametersnv51/A2(Ev2E), analogous to the effective
quantum number of a Rydberg level, are defined for e
closed channel with threshold energyEv higher than the total
energyE.

Finally, for the initial ion levelv and for a multiplicity
ratio r between the ion and dissociative states, the cross
tions are given by

sdv5
p

2«

r

2
uSdvu2 ~11!

for dissociative recombination, and by
4-2
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FIG. 1. Dissociative recombination rate coe
ficients for H2

1 in v50 andv51 initial levels,
compared with the TSR experimental results.
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uSv8vu2 ~12!

for superelastic collisions (v8,v).
In order to compare our results with experiment, the t

oretical cross sections are convoluted with an instrume
function to simulate the experimental conditions. In the c
of storage ring experiments, the convoluted rate coefficiena
can be obtained by averaging over an anisotropic Maxw
ian distribution of electron velocities:

a5^vs&5E E E s~v!vf ~vd ,v!dv, ~13!

wheres(v) is the calculated cross section as a function
the center-of-mass velocityv andvd is the detuning velocity
at the center of the velocity distribution. The functio
f (vd ,v) is the product of two Maxwellian functions given i
Ref. @20#.

f ~vd ,v!5
m

2pkTe'
expS 2

mv'
2

2kTe'
DA m

2pkTei

3expS 2
m~vi2vd!2

2kTei
D , ~14!

wherem is the electron mass,k is the Boltzmann constant
andv'(vi) the electron transverse~longitudinal! velocity. In
our calculations, these temperatures are those given
Krohn et al. @1# in the TSR storage ring, namely,kTe'
512 meV andkTei50.1 meV.

B. Molecular data

The MQDT treatment of DR and SEC processes requ
data for potential curves of the ion ground state and the
evant doubly excited states of the neutral molecule, as w
as for theR-dependent quantum defects and electronic c
03270
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plings. We use here the same data as for the study of H1

dissociative recombination by Schneideret al. @6#. Most of
these data were extracted fromab initio molecular structure
calculations@21–26#, completed byR-matrix @9,27–32# and
linear algebraic method@31,32# results. More recent calcula
tions by Tennyson@33# and by Sanchez and Martin@34# pro-
vide data for many excited states of H2, but the internuclear
range of these calculations is too short to be used in
calculations.

Besides the first (2psu)2 1Sg
1 doubly excited dissocia-

tive state@9,22–29#, the lowest Rydberg states of six diffe
ent series with excited 2ppu ion core (1Su

1 @32#, 1Pg,u

@31,32#, 3Su
1 @32#, 3Pg,u @32#! are involved in the calcula-

tions. Also included are the second Rydberg states of th
series@30,32#.

These dissociative states should convergediabatically at
large internuclear separations to unstable excited H2 and H1

states. However, in ourquasidiabatic representation, they
converge either to H(n51)1H(n52) ~the lowest states o
1Sg

1 , 1,3Su , 1,3Pg symmetry!, or ~the lowest states of1,3Pu

symmetries and the second Rydberg states of the other s
metries! to the limit H(n51)1H(n53) which lies just be-
low the v55 vibrational level of the H2

1 ion ground state.
The 1Sg

1 states couple with ‘‘ds ’’ and ‘‘ ss ’’ partial
waves of the incident electron. The couplings are mu
larger for thed partial wave, but thes wave plays an impor-
tant role in the resonance interference pattern due to the
direct DR process@6#. The other dissociative states were a
sumed to couple to a single partial wave of the incide
electron. All the electronic couplings strongly depend on
nuclear distanceR but are considered to be constant wi
respect to the electron energy. We thus performed a sec
order calculation@16# of the K matrix that is exact in this
case@18#. All the cross sections and rate coefficients repor
below have been calculated for incident electron energ
ranging from 1025 eV to 100 meV with a step size o
1025 eV.
4-3
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Rate coefficients for dissociative recombination

The DR rate coefficients obtained by convolution over
anisotropic Maxwellian velocity distribution@Eqs. ~13! and
~14!# are shown in Fig. 1 for the ground and the first excit
vibrational levels (v50 and v51) of the H2

1 ion. Also
shown are DR rate coefficients for the same levels, rece
measured at the TSR storage ring@2,4#. For v51 ~as for
higher vibrational levels! no absolute value was measure
but relative rate coefficients were derived using Coulo
explosion imaging measurements at near-zero collision
ergy. Most of the experimental and theoretical absolute v
ues are in good agreement at very low electron kinetic
ergy, and forv50 this holds until about 1022 eV. Rydberg
resonances appear at a higher energy and the difference
served there might be due to the lack of rotational struct
in the calculation.

In Table I we present our calculated and the TSR m
sured DR rate coefficients for the seven lowest vibratio
levels (v50 –6) at «51025 eV. Also shown are the rate
coefficients calculated by Nakashimaet al. @10# ~convoluted
with an isotropic Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at 100

TABLE I. Rate coefficients for dissociative recombination
H2

1 with electrons of near-zero kinetic energy.

Theory ~this work! Theory @10# Experiment@4#
v 1028 cm3 s21 1028 cm3 s21 1028 cm3 s21

0 1.47 2.31 1.8760.15
1 17.16 18.1 18.7611.2
2 5.16 1.34 15.369.5
3 9.61 1.98 18.0611.5
4 9.17 3.26 9.966.3
5 37.10 84657
6 65.65 118680
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electron temperature!. All results are then normalized with
respect to the rate for thev51 state and the relative rat
coefficients obtained from this normalization are compa
with the experimental values in Fig. 2. The errors on t
experimental absolute values forv.0 in Table I ~last col-
umn! are much larger than for the relative values of Fig.
This is due to the large error bar on the measurement ov
50 rate relative tov51 ~Fig. 2!, since the absolute value
for v.0 are all deduced from that for thev50 initial ion
level @2#.

In all results presented in Table I, the rate coefficients
much larger for the initial levelv51 than for v50. This
behavior which is clearly displayed in Fig. 2 is due to
better overlap of the excited vibrational wave functionv
51) with the dissociative one. We also notice a sharp
crease in our calculated DR rate coefficient and the meas
one atv55. This is attributed to the opening of new diss
ciative states converging to the H (n53) asymptotic limit
and is absent from the pioneering results of Nakashimaet al.
@10# where only the lowest1Sg

1 dissociative state was in
cluded.

B. Rate coefficients for superelastic collisions

Superelastic collisions and dissociative recombination
ing competitive processes, their cross sections are obta
in the same calculation and expressed in terms of ma
elements of the same scattering matrix~12!. The competition
between the two processes shows up in the shape of
resonances due to temporary capture into bound Rydb
states, as shown, for example, in Fig. 3 for the case ov
51 initial ion level. These resonances, which appear as d
windows in the DR cross section due to a strongv51 direct
process, appear mostly as peaks in the SEC cross secti

We also note that the two processes have the same o
of magnitude, which could be an indication that SEC,
though being a transition between vibrational states,
mainly driven ~like DR!, by electronic interactions which
-
s
-
s,
FIG. 2. Relative rate coefficients of dissocia
tive recombination for different vibrational level
~normalized tov51). Experimental values cor
respond to near-zero kinetic-energy electron
while our rates are calculated for 1025 eV.
4-4
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FIG. 3. Cross sections of DR and SEC fo
H2

1 , v51.
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indirectly couple the vibrational states via the doubly exci
states. To check this interpretation, we have computed S
cross sections after artificially removing the radial vibr
tional couplings, by neglecting theR dependence of the
quantum defects in the calculation of the channel coup
coefficients @Eqs. ~5!–~8!#. The resonance energies an
shapes are changed but the order of magnitude of the c
sections remains the same as in the actual calculations
all the interactions taken into account~Fig. 4!. Moreover,
although generally smaller foruDvu.1 transitions, the cross
sections do not follow theuDvu51 propensity rule which
holds for purely vibrational transitions.

The rate coefficients for superelastic collisions were th
obtained, as for DR, by convoluting the SEC cross secti
with an anisotropic Maxwellian velocity distribution@Eqs.
~13! and ~14!#. These rate coefficients, given in the seco
column of Table II, are in reasonable agreement with form
03270
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theoretical results~third column! obtained with theR-matrix
method@8#. Also shown~fourth and fifth columns! are the
rate coefficients extracted by Krohn and co-workers@1,4#
from the measured time evolution of the vibrational popu
tions. The results presented in the fourth column were
tained using the DR rates of Nakashimaet al. @10# ~third
column of Table I! for the kinetics~see the following sec-
tion!, while those of the fifth column are obtained using r
cent DR rates measured by Krohn@4# ~fourth column of
Table I!. They are both larger than the theoretical values
up to one order of magnitude. For the most recent and r
able experimental values~last column of Table II!, the ratio
to our calculated rates forDv521 SEC varies between 2
and 12. To help analyzing this discrepancy, we will simula
the time evolution of vibrational populations for these va
ous sets of rates, since the experimental values were ded
from such simulations.
or
FIG. 4. Superelastic collision cross section f
H2

1 , v51 calculated with~full line! and without
~dashed line! vibrational coupling.
4-5
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TABLE II. Rate coefficients for superelastic collisions of H2
1 with electrons of near-zero kinetic

energy.

Theory ~this work! Theory @8# Experiment@1#

v→v8 1028 cm3 s21 1028 cm3 s21 1028 cm3 s21 Experiment@4#

1→0 4.47 8.5 60 3968
2→1 16.95 20.0 120 76616
2→0 3.15
3→2 9.61 220 121626
3→1 6.73
3→0 1.70
4→3 27.20 240 146630
4→2 2.605
4→1 3.78
4→0 1.07
5→4 103.21 440 210642
5→3 16.36
5→2 1.85
5→1 2.58
5→0 0.91
6→5 79.91 - -
6→4 31.35
6→3 6.27
6→2 1.12
6→1 1.81
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C. Time evolution of vibrational populations

Following the numerical approach of Krohnet al. @1#, we
used our rate coefficients from Tables I and II to simulate
time evolution of the population of the first six vibration
states of H2

1 in collision with slow electrons. There was n
restriction to a particular type of vibrational transition in o
computation, except for the absence of vibrational excitat
since the collision energies considered are always less
one vibrational quantum (\v.0.27 eV in H2

1). The popu-
lations of the six vibrational states are solutions of a sys
of coupled differential equations:

dNv~ t !

dt
52S aDR

v 1 (
v8,v

aSEC
v→v8D nehNv~ t !

1 (
v8.v

aSEC
v8→vnehNv8~ t !, ~15!

where ne56.13106 cm23 denotes the electron densi
~which is constant during the measurements, owing to
injection conditions!, h50.027 the ratio between the ele
tron cooler length and the ring circumference,aDR

v is the
absolute dissociative recombination rate coefficient for ini

vibrational levelv, and aSEC
v→v8 is the superelastic collision

rate coefficient fromv to v8 (v8,v). Nv(t) is the number of
molecules in the vibrational statev at time t, with initial
valueNv(0) taken from experiment@1#. The numerical solu-
tions of this differential system are then normalized to
03270
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total number of molecules in all the vibrational states,
yield the evolution of the relative populationsPv(t) of the
vibrational states:

Pv~ t !5
Nv~ t !

(
v8

Nv8~ t !

. ~16!

Figure 5 shows the time evolution for three differe
simulations, together with the experimental measureme
~dots!. The full lines are obtained using our theoretical ra
coefficients ~second columns of Tables I and II! and the
dashed lines are obtained, as in Ref.@1#, using the larger SEC
rate coefficients fitted by Krohnet al., and the smaller~for
v>2) DR rate coefficients of Nakashimaet al. @10#. Clearly,
our calculated rates for various processes lead to a m
slower time evolution of the relative populations than me
sured in the TSR storage ring, especially for the decay of
v53 andv54 vibrational levels.

In order to check the effect of vibrational transitions wi
uDvu.1, for which we obtain substantial rates~see, e.g., 3
→1, 4→2, 5→3, 6→4 in Table II!, we have calculated the
time evolution obtained with our rate coefficients for DR a
for Dv521 transitions, but setting to zero all the rates f
uDvu.1 superelastic collisions. The results, shown by
dotted lines in Fig. 5, are farther away from the experimen
evolution than the full lines, but the effect is small. Th
relaxation of H2

1 ions is thus dominated by theDv521
4-6
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FIG. 5. Measured~circles! and
fitted ~dashed line! @1# time evolu-
tion of the vibrational populations
in H2

1 using theDv521 model
compared with the present calcu
lations including uDvu.1 SEC
~full line! and neglecting them
~dotted line!.
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vibrational transitions, for which the calculated rates are
small to reproduce the fast decay observed in the sto
rings.

The effect of dissociative recombination on the time ev
lution of vibrational populations has been assessed in
ways. First, comparing the fourth and fifth columns of Tab
II, which differ only by the values used for DR rates in the
of the SEC rates, shows that the faster DR used for thv
>2 levels in the last column~experimental values of Table I
rather than those of Nakashimaet al. @10#! allows to fit the
time evolution with rates forDv521 transitions lower by
about a factor of 2, by accelerating the decay ofv>2 levels.
For our own calculations, which used DR rates much clo
to the experimental ones~see the second column of Table I!,
we have also performed a test calculation using exactly
experimental values for DR rates~fourth column of Table I!.
The effect on the population decay was very small~less than
10%! and unable to reconcile our time evolution with th
measurements.

The present theoretical values for superelastic collis
rates, although close~within a factor of 2! to previous theo-
retical calculations@8# when comparison is possible, and
the same order as DR rates (;1027 cm3 s21), are too small
to reproduce the fast relaxation of H2

1 vibrational popula-
tions observed in storage rings@1,12#. On the theoretical
side, possible reasons for this discrepancy are the follow

~i! Inaccuracies of the molecular data for the high dis
ciative states, the Rydberg states with excited 2ppu ion core:
Indeed, the largest discrepancy between theoretical and
perimental time evolutions in Fig. 5~besides thev50 ion
level, which accumulates all the discrepancies of the ot
rates! are noted forv53 and v54 levels, for which the
contribution of these high dissociative states is importa
Cross sections and rates are very sensitive to small disp
ments of the dissociative curves~through nuclear wave func
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tion overlaps! as well as to the size of electronic interactio
or to contribution of higher electronic partial waves, not y
included. This is even more true for superelastic collisio
than for dissociative recombination. Indeed, in a first-ord
calculation with open channels only~‘‘direct’’ processes!, the
DR cross section is roughly proportional to the square of
Rydberg-valence interaction integrated over the nuclear
tion @13#, while the SEC cross sections vary as the produc
two such quantities, i.e., roughly as the fourth power of
Rydberg-valence interaction@10#. Although the indirect pro-
cess involves a complex channel mixing with a less pred
able dependence on molecular data, the SEC cross sec
might change significantly with new data without a lar
effect on DR cross sections.

~ii ! Higher orders of theK matrix: In the present calcula
tions, the Rydberg-valence electronic couplings have b
assumed to be energy independent, which is valid in
small energy range studied («,0.1 eV). If some couplings
vary substantially at larger energy, our second-order tre
ment of the short-range reaction matrix@Eq. ~3!# would not
be converged@18#, and higher-order terms should be in
cluded even for low-energy calculations. We have chec
however that the largest cross sections~namely, that forDv
521 transitions!, are the less sensitive to such high-ord
effects, and thus the time evolution should not chan
notably.

~iii ! Rotational effects: Including the rotational structu
and couplings is certainly the next step in these calculatio
Although rotational interactions are small, it has been sho
@7# that for the lightest H2 molecule they can affect substan
tially the DR cross sections, at least in the resonance reg
@5,6#. It might hold also for vibrational transitions, eve
though they are mainly driven by indirect electronic intera
tions.
4-7
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have computed rate coefficients for dissociative
combination and competitive vibrational deexcitation for t
H2

1 molecular ion with slow electrons. The dissociative r
combination rate coefficients obtained are in good agreem
with the measurements at the TSR storage ring, in particu
the relative values of the rates for successive initial vib
tional states.

The superelastic collision process is shown to be dri
by indirect electronic interactions between vibrational sta
via the doubly excited states. The rate coefficients obtai
here are close to previous theoretical results of Sarpal
Tennyson@8#, and are of the same order as the DR r
coefficients~and often larger!. But they are smaller by up to
one order of magnitude than the values extracted from a fi
the time evolution of the vibrational populations of H2

1

measured at the TSR storage ring, within a model restric
to theDv521 transitions. The present theoretical values
not allow to reproduce the fast time evolution of vibration
populations measured at the TSR storage ring, even whe
transitions withuDvu.1 are taken into account and the D
rate coefficients obtained in the same set of calculations o
the experiment are used.

We plan to study the effect of all interactions not includ
l,
A

.
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-
-
.

, Y
.

03270
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-
nt
r,
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nd
e
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in

in the present calculations, especially rotational couplin
which could lead to faster ion decay by electronic collision
Improved molecular data—energy of the dissociative sta
and interaction strength with the ionization continuum—m
also affect the rates for superelastic collisions with vib
tionally excited ions. It is unfortunate that no direct compa
son with experimental absolute values for these rates is
sible.
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